
\playground zones

30-40 construction zones



Pre-Trip Inspection 
 

On your road test, insure that you know how to operate the following controls on your vehicle 
and that they are functioning properly: 

Turn signals 

Break Lights 

Lights:  running lights   head lights   high beam 

Horn 

Wipers 

Hazard lights 

Rear window defog 

Front windshield defog 

Parking/Emergency Break 

 

Know your hand signals: 

 

Know how to adjust the following: 

Seat 

Head rest 

Seat belt 

Mirrors  (3) 

 

If you have any questions to ask about rules of the road or the road test itself, ask the 
examiner at the time of the pre-trip inspection.  









4-WAY

4 Important Rules

1. First come, first serve
2. Same time, furthest to the right
3. Yield to a motorist initiating first *
4. Yield to pedestrians

Questions

What is the sequence when:

1. A arrives 1st and B arrives 2nd, both going straight?
2. A and B arrive same time, both going straight?
3. A, B and C arrive same time, all going straight?
4. A, B, C and D arrive same time, all going straight?
5. A and C arrive same time, both going straight?
6. A and C arrive same time, both turning left?
7. C turning left and A turning right, both arrive same time?
8. A and C arrive same time, both turning right?
9. B arrives 1st, F arrives 2nd and A arrives 3rd, all going

straight?
10. A going straight and C turning left, both arrive same

time
11. Pedestrian G and motorist D arrive same time while C

arrives last, all going straight?

Answers

1. AB 2. BA 3. CBA  4. DCBA 5. Same time 6. Same time 7. AC 8. Same time

9. BAF 10. AC 11. GCD

 Tips and Tricks

1. Avoid confusing a 4-way with a
2-way and vice a versa.

2. Try to anticipate the sequence
before stopping.

3. Come to an efficient stop, not a
lingering one.

4. Stop and go, scan as you go
5. If the right-of-way is given,

accept it if's safe to do so.
6. For right turns: shoulder check

upon stopping and take your
turn in the sequence.

STOP

4-way

3-way
5-way
ALL-WAY

A

B F

C

D

G

if it is safe to do so.



What is the sequence when:



Harder or Easier?

Harder or Easier?
















